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Background: Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) signaling is of critical importance in plants and other
eukaryotic organisms. The MAPK cascade plays an indispensible role in the growth and development of plants, as
well as in biotic and abiotic stress responses. The MAPKs are constitute the most downstream module of the three tier
MAPK cascade and are phosphorylated by upstream MAP kinase kinases (MAPKK), which are in turn are
phosphorylated by MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAPKKK). The MAPKs play pivotal roles in regulation of many cytoplasmic
and nuclear substrates, thus regulating several biological processes.
Results: A total of 589 MAPKs genes were identified from the genome wide analysis of 40 species. The sequence
analysis has revealed the presence of several N- and C-terminal conserved domains. The MAPKs were previously
believed to be characterized by the presence of TEY/TDY activation loop motifs. The present study showed that, in
addition to presence of activation loop TEY/TDY motifs, MAPKs are also contain MEY, TEM, TQM, TRM, TVY, TSY, TEC
and TQY activation loop motifs. Phylogenetic analysis of all predicted MAPKs were clustered into six different groups
(group A, B, C, D, E and F), and all predicted MAPKs were assigned with specific names based on their orthology based
evolutionary relationships with Arabidopsis or Oryza MAPKs.
Conclusion: We conducted global analysis of the MAPK gene family of plants from lower eukaryotes to higher
eukaryotes and analyzed their genomic and evolutionary aspects. Our study showed the presence of several new
activation loop motifs and diverse conserved domains in MAPKs. Advance study of newly identified activation loop
motifs can provide further information regarding the downstream signaling cascade activated in response to a wide
array of stress conditions, as well as plant growth and development.
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During evolution, plants have developed complex arrays
of defense mechanisms to mitigate the copious, often
adverse and ever changing environmental conditions.
Perception of variations in environmental as well as in-
ternal developmental cues, transduction and amplifica-
tion of signals and activation of the response to stimuli
is crucial for survival, optimal growth and development.
Protein kinases are important signaling molecules that
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unless otherwise stated.responses. These compounds carryout diverse phosphor-
ylation processes at the transcriptional, translational and
post-translational level by catalyzing the addition of
phosphate groups to serine and threonine/tyrosine resi-
dues in their target proteins in both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells [1,2]. These modifications have led to
changes in catalytic activity, affinity and interaction ac-
tivity of target protein. However, the phosphorylation
events in proteins are reversible due to protein phos-
phatase, enabling maintenance of the balance between
kinase driven phosphorylation and phosphatase driven
dephosphorylation events [3].
Plant genomes are rich in genes that encodes protein
kinases and constitute the kinase super-family [4]. Theseal. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly credited. The Creative Commons Public Domain
g/publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article,
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amino acid sequence similarity and functional character-
istics. The mitogen activated protein kinase gene family,
which is one such family, is known for evolutionary con-
servation across eukaryotic taxonomic groups and func-
tioning within hierarchical cascades [1]. Phosphorylated
proteins carry out a wide array of cellular responses, in-
cluding changes in gene expression, innate immunity,
developmental programmes and stress and hormonal
responses [5-8].
Mitogen activated protein kinases consist of three kinase-
modules composed of mitogen activated protein kinase kin-
ase kinase (MAPKKKs), mitogen activated protein kinase
kinase (MAPKKs) and mitogen activated protein kinase
(MAPKs). In the general model, extracellular signals
activate MAPKKKs, which phosphorylate downstream
MAPKKs. The phosphorylated MAPKKs in turn phos-
phorylate MAPKs [9,10]. Protein phosphorylation events
may occur throughout the protein kinase sequences, but
usually occur on the activation loop [11]. The activation
loop, which is present at the C-terminal end, resides
within sub-domain VII and VIII of sub-domain eleven [4].
The activation loop contains conserved serine, threonine
and/or tyrosine amino acid residues that may be reversibly
phosphorylated [6] via cis auto-phosphorylation or trans
phosphorylation by upstream kinases [12].
The initial descriptions of components of the MAPK
cascade have been provided for the popular model plant,
Arabidopsis. Advancements in sequencing technologies
and bioinformatics tools have greatly increased the pace
of genome sequencing projects, resulting in successful
sequencing of several plant genomes. Post genome se-
quencing projects have enabled relatively easy identi-
fication of particular gene families based on conserved
signature motifs and sequence similarity. Available gen-
ome sequences from several plants genomes have pro-
vided us with an opportunity to identify MAPK family
members across photosynthetic eukaryotes (plants and
algae) that will shed more light on MAPK evolution and
signaling in plants and lower photosynthetic eukaryotes.
In recent years, identification of MAPK gene family mem-
bers in plants has been limited to a few species including
Arabidopsis thaliana [13], Oryza sativa [14], maize [15],
Brassica napus [16], apple [17], and Brachypodium [18].
Further, a study by Janitza et al. [19] and a review article
by Doczi et al. [20] have provided a comprehensive over-
view of the evolutionary history of MAPKs in green plants
by using a limited number of plants species.
However, there is currently limited information regard-
ing the nomenclature, conserved structures, genomics and
biochemistry of MAPKs in plants. In this communication,
we identify the MAPK gene families of 40 different plant
species and provide a unique nomenclature to all MAPKs.
This nomenclature system can be further applied to newlyidentified MAPKs of other species. Furthermore, the gen-
omics, biochemistry and conserved consensuses of plant
MAPKs describe several novel aspects of plant MAPKs.
Results
Identification and nomenclature of MAPKs
We identified the MAPK gene family from 40 different
plant species starting from the unicellular lower eukaryote
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii to the multi-cellular angio-
sperm Arabidopsis thaliana and attempted to cover the
maximum number of species across the plant lineage. We
found that MAPKs members of a genome varied from spe-
cies to species across the whole plant lineage. The 40
species collectively gave rise to 589 MAPK sequences.
The tetraploid Glycine max contained the most MAPK
genes in its genome (31), whereas the lower eukaryotic
plant Ostreocccus lucimarinus contained three (Table 1).
In addition, Brassica compestris (30), Gossipium raimonddi
(28), Malus domestica (28), Panicum virgatum (27), Linum
usitatissimum (24) and Populus trichocarpa (21) contained
higher number of MAPKs (Table 1, Additional file 1). All
the identified 589 MAPKs were provided with specific
names according to the orthologous sequence similarity
with Arabidopsis thaliana or Oryza sativa.
Genomics of MAPKs
Among 589 MAPKs identified from 40 different plant spe-
cies, Fragaria vesca FvMPK20 contains the largest MAPK
gene, with 2574 nucleotides long open reading frame (ORF),
while Panicum virgatum PvMPK1-4 has the smallest gene,
with 544 nucleotides long ORF (Additional file 1). Tran-
script organization showed that MAPKs have different ar-
rays of intron organization in their genes. The numbers of
MAPKs containing different arrays of introns were as
follows: intronless (7), single intron (41), two introns
(39), three introns (18), four introns (15), five introns
(161), six introns (32), seven introns (20), eight introns
(39), nine introns (126), ten introns (72) and eleven in-
trons (18)(Additional file 1). The terrestrial plant Selaginella
moellendorffii SmMPK10 contained maximum of 14 in-
trons in its gene. Some intronless MAPKs present in higher
eukaryotic plants include PvMPK7-2, PaMPK2, PaMPK3,
PaMPK7-1, and PaMPK20, while lower eukaryotic algae
contain OlMPK7 and OlMPK9 (Additional file 1).
The molecular weights of MAPK proteins were vary
from 22.381 (VvMPK1) to 98.915 (MdMPK20-2) kDa
and the isoelectric points vary from 5.00 (MdMPK20-1)
to 9.52 (CsubMPK15) (Additional file 2). The isoelectric
point (pI) of group A and group B MAPKs were ranges
from acidic to slightly acidic, while those of group C and
group D were reside within the basic pI ranges. The aver-
age amino acid composition of MAPK protein showed
that, abundance of leucine (9.63) amino acid was max-
imum and tryptophan (0.70) amino acid was minimum
















Total No. of MAPK
genes
1 Aquilegia coerulea AcMPK Dicot Diploid 302 24823 10
2 Arabidopsis thaliana AtMPK Dicot Diploid 135 27416 20
3 Brachipodium
distachyon
BdMPK Monocot Diploid 272 26552 16
4 Brassica rapa BrMPK Dicot Diploid 283.8 26374 30
5 Capsella rubella CrMPK Dicot Diploid 134.8 26521 18
6 Carica papaya CpMPK Dicot Diploid 135 27332 9
7 Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii
CreinMPK Algae Haploid 111+ 7.8 12264 6
8 Citrus clememtina CcMPK Dicot Diploid 301.4 24533 12
9 Citrus sinensis CsMPK Dicot Diploid 319 25376 12
10 Coccomyxa
subellipsoidea
CsubMPK Algae Haploid 49 9629 4
11 Cucumis sativus CsMPK Dicot Diploid 203 21494 14
12 Eucalyptus grandis EgMPK Dicot Diploid 691 36376 13
13 Fragaria vesca FvMPK Dicot Diploid 240 32831 11
14 Glycine max GmMPK Dicot Tetraploid 975 54175 31
15 Gossipium raimondi GrMPK Dicot Diploid 761.4 37505 28
16 Linum usitatissimum LuMPK Dicot Diploid 318.3 26374 24
17 Malus domestica MdMPK Dicot Diploid 881.3 26.374 28
18 Manihot esculenta MeMPK Dicot Diploid 533 (760) 30666 17
19 Medicago truncatula MtMPK Dicot Diploid 241 + 16.6 44135 17
20 Micromonas pusila MpMPK Algae Haploid 22 10660 4
21 Mimulus guttatus MgMPK Dicot Diploid 321.7 26718 6
22 Oryza sativa OsMPK Monocot Diploid 372 39049 17
23 Ostreococcus
lucimarinus
OlMPK Algae Haploid 13.2 7796 3
24 Panicum virgatum PvMPK Monocot Tetraploid 1358 65878 27
25 Phaseolus vulgaris PvMPK Dicot Diploid 521.1 27197 14
26 Physcomitrella patens PpMPK Bryophyte Haploid 480 32272 8
27 Picea abies PaMPK Gymnosperm Diploid 1960 28354 14
28 Populus trichocarpa PtMPK Dicot Diploid 422.9 41335 21
29 Prunus persica PperMPK Dicot Diploid 227.3 + 224.6 27864 12
30 Ricinus communis RcMPK Dicot Diploid 400 31221 12
31 Selaginella
moellendorffii
SmMPK Pteridophyte Haploid 212.5 22273 6
32 Setaria italica SiMPK Monocot Diploid 405.7 35471 16
33 Solanum lycopersicum SlMPK Dicot Diploid 900 34727 17
34 Solanum tuberosum StMPK Dicot Diploid 800 35119 12
35 Sorghum bicolor SbMPK Monocot Diploid 697.5 34496 16
36 Thellungiella halophila ThMPK Dicot Diploid 238.5 26351 16
37 Theobroma cacao TcMPK Dicot Diploid 330.8 29452 12
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Table 1 Table representing genome size of different plant species and number of MAPK genes present per genome
(species) (Continued)
38 Vitis venifera VvMPK Dicot Diploid 487 26346 12
39 Volvox carteri VcMPK Algae Haploid 125.4 14971 5
40 Zea mays ZmMPK Monocot Diploid 2500 ?????? 19
From this table it is evident that, the number of genes in a specified gene family don’t directly proportional to its genome size.
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portant amino acids threonine, glutamic acid, and tyrosine
(T-E-Y) were 4.65, 6.73 and 3.91, respectively, whereas the
average abundance of aspartic acid was 6.01. The abun-
dance of the hydrophobic amino acids alanine (6.91), iso-
luecine (6.24), leucine (9.63), phenylalanine (4.45), proline
(6.25) and valine (5.70) in MAPKs were relatively higher
than that of other amino acids (Additional file 3).Conserved motifs and domains
N-terminal conserved sequences
The MAPKs are characterized by the presence of a
conserved T-E-Y/T-D-Y motif in the activation loop
region. Despite having the activation loop T-E-Y/T-D-
Y motif in MAPKs, in this study, we found that sev-
eral MAPKs shared conserved N-terminal T-E-Y, T-
D-Y, S-D-Y and S-E-Y motifs (Figure 1A, 1B, Table 2,
Additional file 4). These N-terminal conserved motifs are
only shared by group D MAPKs. In total, 182 genes shared
the N-terminal conserved motifs. Among them, 11 genes
shared the S-D-Y motif, 27 shared the S-E-Y motif, six
shared the T-D-Y motif and the remaining138 genes shared
the T-E-Y motif (Additional file 4). Chlamydomonas and
Volvox share a common A-V-H motif instead of the S-E-Y/
S-D-Y/T-E-Y and T-D-Y motif (Additional file 4). Several
other group specific conserved motifs are also present in
the N-terminal region of MAPKs. They includes A-K-Y, N-
K-Y (group A), S-K-Y, R-K-Y (group B), T-K-Y (group C)
and S-Q-Y, N-R-Y, S-R-Y (group D) (Figure 2, Table 2).
These motifs are present immediately after the N-terminal
T-E-Y, T-D-Y, S-D-Y and S-E-Y motifs. The MAPK se-
quences sharing different numbers of motifs are A-K-Y (70),
N-K-Y (13), S-K-Y (74), R-K-Y (42), T-K-Y (81), S-Q-Y (36),
N-R-Y (98), and S-R-Y (91) (Additional file 4). In addition
to the presence of conserved motifs, the N-terminal re-
gion of MAPKs also contained conserved amino acid
consensus sequences including I-G-x-G-x-Y-G-x-V, I-K-K-I-
x3-F, D-A-x-R-x-L-R-E, F-x-D-I-Y-x3-E-L-M, D-L-x2-V-I, D-
x-L-x2-E-H, Q-x-L-R-x-L-K-Y-x-H, H-R-D-L-K-P-x-N, and
L-x-L-x-N-C-x-L-K-I-x-D-F-G-L-A-R (Figure 1A, Table 3).Conserved sequences in activation loop region
As discussed earlier, MAPKs contain the classic T-E-Y
or T-D-Y motif in the activation loop region, and we
found that majority of MAPK members contain classicT-E-Y/ T-D-Y motif in the activation loop region. Se-
quence alignment revealed that M. domestica MdMPK9
and P. trichocarpa PtMPK17-1contain an additional se-
quence of TAYKQYFLWTKLLTFMKDY and TVCVFLK
PGFTFQCLIDY between the conserved T-D-Y motif
(Additional file 4). In this study, we found eight novel
activation loop motifs of MAPKs and reported here for
first time. The newly identified activation loop motifs
are, T-Q-Y (group A), M-E-Y, T-E-C, T-V-Y, (group B),
T-E-M (group D), T-S-Y, T-Q-M, and T-R-M (group E)
(Figures 3 and 4, Table 2). In total, eight MAPK genes
share the M-E-Y motif in the classic T-E-Y and T-D-Y
region (Additional file 4). The MAPK genes sharing
the M-E-Y motif are S. lycopersicum SlMPK4-1, S.
tubersum StMPK4-1, B. distachyon BdMPK4-2, P. vul-
garis FvMPK4-2, S. italica SiMPK4-2, Z. mays ZmMPK4-
2, S. bicolor SbMPK4-2 and O. sativa OsMPK16-2. These
M-E-Y motifs fall under group B MAPKs. The new motif
T-Q-Y (group A) is shared by BrMPK10-2, T-E-C (group
B) by GrMPK4-6, T-V-Y (group B) by GmMPK4-1, T-E-M
(group E) by PaMPK5, PaMPK14 and PaMPK7-2, while
T-S-Y is shared by OlMPK7 (group E), T-Q-M (group E)
by PaMPK10 and T-R-M (group E) by CsubMPK3
(Figure 3, Table 2).C-terminal conserved sequences
The classical T-E-Y/T-D-Y motif at the activation loop
region is followed closely by the presence of different
C-terminal S-D-Y/S-E-Y/T-D-Y/D-N-Y/S-Q-Y/S-R-Y/S-
K-Y/S-N-Y motifs (Figure 3, Table 2). These S-D-Y/S-E-
Y and T-D-Y motifs are shared by group A and group B
MAPKs. Additionally, the D-N-Y, S-Q-Y, and T-K-Y
motifs are shared by group C MAPKs and S-K-Y, T-K-Y,
S-R-Y, and S-N-Y motifs are shared by group D MAPKs
(Table 2). The MAPK sequences sharing different num-
bers of C-terminal motifs include S-D-Y (57), S-E-Y
(123), T-D-Y (8), D-N-Y (78), S-Q-Y (7), S-K-Y (217),
S-R-Y (7), and S-N-Y (11). There are also conserved T-R-
W-Y-R-A-P-E-L,I-D-x-W-S-V-G-C and Q-x-L-L-x-F-D-P
consensus sequences present in the immediately post acti-
vation loop region of MAPKs (Figure 1A, Table 3).Common docking domains
During mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) signal-
ing, the ability of MAP2Ks to recognize their cognate
SiMPK20-1                      M QHDQRKKSSA EADFFTEYGD ASRYKIQEVI GKGSYGVVCS AIDVHTGEKV AIKKIHDIFE HISDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRRDFKD IYVVF
SbMPK20-1                      M QHDHRKKSSV EAEFFTEYGD ASRYKIQEVI GKGSYGVVCS AIDVHTGEKV AIKKIHDIFE HISDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRRDFKD IYVVF
OsMPK20-1                      M QQDQRKKSST EADFFTEYGD ASRYKIQEVI GKGSYGVVCS AIDVHTGEKV AIKKIHDIFE HISDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRRDFKD IYVVF
CrMPK20                      M QQDHRKKNNL EMEFFSDYGD ASRFKIQEVI GKGSYGVVCS AIDTLTGEKV AIKKIHDIFE HISDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRREFKD IYVVF
ThMPK20                   MNTM QQDHRKKNNL EMEFFSDYGD ANRFKIQEII GKGSYGVVCS AIDTLTGEKV AIKKIHDIFE HISDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRREFKD IYVVF
MtMPK19                      M QKDQLKKDVK EVKFFTDYGD ANRYKILEVV GKGSYGVVCA AIDTHTGGKV AIKKIHDVFE HISDAIRILR EVKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKRIM LPPSKREFKD IYVVF
ZmMPK20-1                      M QHDQRKKGSV EAEFFTEYGD ASRYKIQEVI GKGSYGVVCS AVDVHTGEKV AIKKIHDIFE HISDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRREFKD IYVVF
OsMPK20-5  MPEANA---- --GGRAAPAA EQRS--KNTT EMDFFSEYGD SSRYKIQEIV GKGSYGVVCS AIDQHTGDKV AIKKIHNIFE HLSDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHIM LPPSRRDFKD IYVVF
PvMPK20-5  MPEANA---- --GALAH--A EQRK--KNSP EMDFFSEYGD ANRYKIQEII GKGSYGVVCS AIDQQTGEKV AIKKIQNIFE HLSDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVEIKHVM LPPSRRDFRD IYVVF
BdMPK20-5  MPEANAAARG GGGGGDARAA EQRSNNKNSE EMGFFSEYVD ASRYKILEII GKGSYGVVCS AIDQETGDKV AIKKIQNIFE HLSDAARILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVQIKHIM LPPSRRDFRD IYVVF
SbMPK21-2                          MDEKQGSG EAPFFTDYGE ASRYEVTEVV GKGSYGVVAA ALDTLTGEHV AIKKINDVFE HISDATRILR EIKLLRLLRHPDIVRIKHIM LPPSRREFRD IYVVF
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SiMPK20-1 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HYQFFLYQLL RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANSNCKLK ICDFGLARVA FSDTPTTIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLT GKPLF
SbMPK20-1 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HYQFFLYQLL RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANSNCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLT GKPLF
OsMPK20-1 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HYQFFLYQLL RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANSNCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLT GKPLF
I IIIII IV
CrMPK20 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTRE HYQFFLYQLL RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANANCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFYSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLM GKPLF
ThMPK20 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTRE HYQFFLYQLL RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANANCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFYSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLM GKPLF
MtMPK19 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTRE HQQFFLYQML RALKFMHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANANCKLK VCDFGLARVA FNDTPTTTFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFAKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLT GKPLF
ZmMPK20-1 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HYQFFLYQLI RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANSNCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEVLT GKPLF
OsMPK20-5 ELMDTDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HHQFFLYQML RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANANCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTVFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFSKYSPAIDTWS IGCIFAEILT GKPLF
PvMPK20-5 ELMDTDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HHQFFLYQML RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANANCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDSPTTVFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFTKYSPAIDMWS IGCIFAEILT GKPLF
BdMPK20-5 ELMDTDLHQV IKANDDLTKE HYQFFLYQML RALKYIHTAN VYHRDLKPKN ILANANCKLK ICDFGLARVA FNDTPTTVFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFTKYSPAIDTWS IGCIFAEILT GKPLF
SbMPK21-2 ELMESDLHQV IKANDDLTPE HHQFFLYQLL RGMKYIHAAN VFHRDLKPKN ILANGDCKLK ICDFGLARVS FNDTPSAIFW TDYVATRWYR APELCGSFFSKYTPAIDIWS IGCIFAEMLT GKPLF
573152
SiMPK20-1 PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS MDTISRVRNE KARRYLSSMR KKEPIPFSQK FPNADPLALD LLQRLLAFDP KDRPTAEQAL AHPYFKSLAK VEREPSCQ-P ITKMEFEFER RRVTKEDIRE LIFRE
VI VII VIIIV
SbMPK20-1  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS MDTISRVRNE KARRYLSSMR KKETISFSQK FPNADPLALD LLQRLLAFDP KDRPTAEQAL AHPYFKGLAK VEREPSCQ-P ITKIEFEFER RRVTKEDIRE LIFRE
OsMPK20-1  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS MDTISRVRND KARRYLSSMR KKEPILFSQK FPSADPLALD LLQKLLAFDP KDRPTAEEAL AHPYFKGLAK VEREPSCQ-P ITKMEFEFER RRVTKEDIRE LIFRE
CrMPK20  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS LDTISRVRNE KARRYLTSMR KKPPIPFAQK FPNADPLSLK LLERLLAFDP KDRPTAEEAL ADPYFKGLAK VEREPSCQ-P ITKMEFEFER RKVTKEDIRE LISRE
ThMPK20  PGKNVVNQLD LMTDLLGTPS LDTISRVRNE KARRYLTSMR KKPPIPFAQK FPNADPLSLK LLERLLAFDP KDRPTAEEAL ADPYFKGLAK VEREPSCQ-P ITKMEFEFER RKVTKEDIRE LISRE
MtMPK19  PGKSIVHQLD LITDLLGTPP PEIISGVRNE KARKYLMEMR KKLPVPFERK FPNADPLALR LLQRLLAFDP KDRPTAQEAL ADPFFKGLAK IEREPSSQ-S ISRMEFEFER RRVSKDDIKE LIYRE
ZmMPK20-1  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS MDTISRVRNE KARRYLSSMR KKETISFSQK FPNADPLALD LLQRLLAFDP KDRPTAEQAL AHPYFKGLAK VEREPSCQ-P ITKMEFEFER RRVTKEDIRE LIFRE
OsMPK20-5  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS MDAISRIRND KARRYLSSMR RKQPVPFSEK FPNVDPLALK LLQRLLAFDP KDRPTAEEAL ADPYFKGLAK VEREPSCQ-P ISKMEFEFER RKVTKDDIKE LIFRE
PvMPK20-5  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS ADTISQIRNE KARRYLSSMR KKQPIPFSLK FPNADPSALK LLQRLLAFDP KDRPTAEEAL ADPYFKGIAK VEREPSCQ-P ISKMEFEFER RKFTKEDVKE LIFQE
BdMPK20-5  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS TETISRIRND KARKYLSSMR RKQPIPFSEK FPNADPSALK LLERLLAFDP KDRPTAEEAL AHPYFKRLAR VEREPSCQQP ISKTEFEFER RKFTKEDVKE LIFRE
SbMPK21-2  PGKNVVHQLD LMTDLLGTPS SESLSRIRNE KARRYLGNMR KKHPVPFTQK FPGIDPMALH LLERLLAFDP KDRPTAAEAL TDPYFTGLAN SEREPITQ-P ISKFEFEFER RKLARDDVRE LIYRE
005673
SiMPK20-1  ILEYHPQLLK DYINGTERTT FLYPSAVDQF RKQFAHLEEN SG-NGPVIPM ERKHTSLPRS TIVHSAPIPV KEQPRIGPSR EKPSSDESYK NSRETEKYSG NVSRT--APQ R-VPTARPGR VVGPV
SbMPK20-1  ILEYHPQLLK DYINGTERTT FLYPSAVDQF RKQFAHLEEN SG-NGPVIPM ERKHTSLPRS TIVHSAPIPV KEQPRIGPSR ERPSSDESYR NPRETEKYSG NLPRTSQAPQ R-VPTARPGR VVGPV
OsMPK20-1  ILEYHPQLLK DYINGTERTT FLYPSAVDQF RKQFAHLEEN GG-NGPVIPM DRKHTSLPRS TIVHSTPIPA KEQPRIGPSR DKPS-DEPYS NPREFDRFSG NAPRTSQAPQ R-VPTARPGR VVGPV
CrMPK20  ILEYHPQLLK DYMNGADKTS FLYPSAVDQF RRQFAHLEEN SGKSGPVAPL ERKHASLPRS TVIHSTAVAR GGQPKL---- ---MNNTNTM NPETTQNIPL NH-ATLQAPQ RNLSAAKPST FMGPV
ThMPK20  ILEYHPQLLK DHMNGADKAS FLYPSAVDQF RRQFAHLEEN SGKTGPVAPL ERKHASLPRS TVIHSTAVAR GGPP------ -------NFS SLETSQNVPL NHHASLQAPQ RNFSAAKPST FMGPV
MtMPK19  ILEYHPQLLK DYINGTEGTN FMYPSAIDQF RKQFAYLEEN NGKCGPVIPP ERKHVSLPRS TVLSST-IPP STQSSFAPYA NRQIAQEAFS IPRAAESNSL SQSKGLRPPP R-APAAKSGR VTGPV
ZmMPK20-1  ILEYHPQLLK DYINGTERTT FLYPSAVDQF RKQFAHLEEN SG-NGPVIPM ERKHTSLPRS TIVHSSPIPV KEQPRIGPCR ERPSSDESYR NPRETEQYSG NLPRTSQAPQ RVPTGTFGSC HVNMW
OsMPK20-5  ILEYHPQLLK DYMNGSENTS FLYPSAVDNF RRQFAILEEN GGKSGAL--- DRKHVSLPRA TTVHSTSIPP NEGL------ ---------- ---------- --DATSQVTQ R-IPTARPGR TVGPV
PvMPK20-5  ILEYHPQLLK DYKNGSEKTS FLYPSAVDNF RRQFASLEEN GGRNATV--- DRKHVSLPRT TTVHSTPIPA KEGP------ ---------- ---------- --AATSQVPQ R-IPT----- ----V
IX X XI
BdMPK20-5  ILEYHPKLLK DYMNGSEKTS FLYPSAVDNF RRQFANLEID GGRSGAA--- DRKHFSLPRT TTVHSAPILP TNGP------ ---------- ---------- ----TSQVPQ R-IPTARPGR VVSSA
SbMPK21-2  TLEYHPQMLQ EFLGGGDKAN FVYPSGVDRF KRQFAHLEES AAKGEKTSPQ LRQHASLPRD RVVTNSSCIL SQGKSK                                 
526105
N-terminal TEY Motif






Figure 1 (See legend on next page.)
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Figure 1 Multiple sequence alignment of plant MAPKs. A. The figure shows presence of N-terminal TEY, TDY, SEY and SDY motifs (in red).
The SEY and SDY motifs are aligned with TEY and TDY motifs and very specific to group D MAP kinase genes. Activation loop TDY motifs are
marked in blue and indicated inside the box. Conserved signature consensus sequences present within MAP kinases domain of MAPK proteins
are marked in maroon. C-terminal conserved motifs are marked in green and presented inside box. All eleven sub-domains are also indicated in
the figure. B. Molecular structure of AtMPK1 (group C) and SiMPK20-1 (group D). In AtMPK1, the arrow mark shows presence of TEY motif in the
activation loop region. Similarly, in the group D MAP kinase (SiMPK20-1), the conserved N-terminal TEY motif and activation loop TDY motifs are
indicated by different arrows.
Mohanta et al. BMC Genomics  (2015) 16:58 Page 6 of 20MAPKs are facilitated by presence of short docking
motif (D-site) that binds to its target complementary re-
gion on the MAPK. Similarly MAPKs are also contain
short docking site that recognizes many downstream target
proteins by utilizing the same strategy. From the studied
MAPKs, we did not find presence of any unique and spe-
cific conserved docking domains for all groups of the
MAPKs. Instead, conservation of the docking domains
consensus is somewhat group specific (Table 4). The con-
served docking domains of different MAPKs are K-M-L-T-
F-D-P-K/R-Q/K-R-I-T-V-E-D/E-A-L (group A), K-M-L-V/
I-F-D-P-x-K-R-I-I-V-D-E-A-L (group B K-M-L-I-F-D-P-S/
T-K-R-I-S-V-T-E-A-L (group C) and L-L-E-R/K-L-L-A-F-
D-P-K-D-R-P-T-A-E-E-A-L (group D) (Table 4).
Phylogeny
An unrooted phylogenetic tree was constructed to infer
group specific relationships of MAPKs. Upon phylo-
genetic analysis, all studied MAPK genes are fell into six
different clusters, that are named according to the
MAPK grouping of A. thaliana. In A. thaliana, MAPK
genes are classified into four different groups (A, B, C,
and D) based on their evolutionary relationship andTable 2 Different conserved motifs present in N-terminal,
activation loop region and C-terminal end of plant
MAPKs











Group D Group A: A-K-Y, N-K-Y Group A: T-E-Y,
T-Q-Y
Group A & B:
S-D-Y, S-E-Y,
T-D-Y





T-D-Y, T-E-Y Group C: T-K-Y Group C: T-E-Y Group D: S-K-Y,
T-K-Y, S-R-Y,
S-N-Y





T-R-Mpresence of the T-D-Y and T-E-Y phosphorylation motif.
In this study, MAPKs are categorized into six different
groups namely group A (red), B (blue), C (pink), D (pur-
ple), E (teal) and F (green) (Figure 5, Additional file 5).
Two new group of MAPK (group E and F) are generated
during this analysis. The new group E and F are mainly
shared by MAPKs of lower eukaryotic and gymnosperm
plants such as CsubMPK7, MpMPK13, SmMPK10,
CreinMPK7, VcMPK5, CsubMPK3, PaMPK10, PaMPK7-2,
PaMPK5, PaMPK14, CreinMPK4-1, VcMPK4-1, OlMPK6,
MpMPK4. The phylogenetic analysis revealed that 89, 128,
100, 258, 10 and 4 MAPKs fall into group A, B, C, D, E,
and F respectively (Additional file 5, Table 5). The aver-
age overall phylogenetic mean distance of plant MAPK
is 0.54 (standard error 0.029). During phylogenetic dis-
tance estimation, all the positions with less than 95%
site coverage are eliminated. That is, fewer than 5%
alignment gaps. The missing data and ambiguous bases
are allowed at any position.
Statistical analysis
Different statistical analysis was carried out to infer the
statistical significance of the study. In Tajima’s relative
rate test, different MAPK sequences were taken randomly
from active data as different groups. Analysis was repeated
for two times by taking random MAPK sequences into dif-
ferent taxonomic group A, B and C (these groups are stat-
istical groups and should not be confused with MAPK
groups). More specifically, group C was used as out group.
When we took MgMPK4-1 (group A), GmMPK16-3
(group B) and AtPIN1 (group C), resulted p-value was
0.05935 and X2-test result was 3.56 (Table 6). When
MgMPK4-1, GmMPK16-3 and AtCBL1 are taken as
group A, B and C respectively, the p-value result was
0.00468 and X2-test result was 8.00. In both the cases
statistical value was found to be significant (Table 6).
The P-value less than 0.05 is often used to reject the null
hypothesis of equal rates between lineages (p ≤ 0.01: very
strong presumption against null hypothesis, 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05
strong presumption against null hypothesis, 0.05 < p ≤ 0.1
low presumption against null hypothesis, p > 0.1 no pre-
sumption against null hypothesis). The analysis involved
3 amino acid sequences. All positions containing gaps
and missing data were eliminated. In Tajima’s test
Figure 2 The N-terminal conserved motifs of plant MAPKs. These motifs are immediately followed by presence of N-terminal SEY, SDY, TEY,
TDY motifs of group D MAPKs. This picture is a pictorial representation of different motifs taken from different groups of MAPKs. For details, please
see Table 2 and Additional file 4.
Mohanta et al. BMC Genomics  (2015) 16:58 Page 7 of 20statistics (D) for neutrality, the D value was found to be
4.904140 (D = 4.904140) (Table 7). All the positions
with less than 95% site coverage are eliminated during
Tajima’s test for neutrality. There were a total of 322
positions in the final dataset.
Gene duplication
Chromosomes are evolved via fusion, fission, insertion,
and duplication events, allowing evolution of chromo-
some size and number, and hence the genes. Gene du-
plication is the major force acting on the evolution of
different species, and the gene families are groups ofTable 3 Table presenting different conserved consensus
sequences present in plant MAPKs













L-x-N-x-N-C-x-L-K-I-x-D-F-G-L-A-Rgenes generated by duplication. The sizes of gene fam-
ilies reflect the number of duplicated genes, which are
known as paralogs. Several plant MAPKs analyzed dur-
ing this study were found to be duplicate genes result-
ing in several paralogous genes (Additional file 1). The
plants with duplicated genomes give rise to more dupli-
cated MAPKs relative to species with non duplicated
genomes. Accordingly, species such as G. max, G. rai-
mondii, and M. domestica contain more duplicated
genes. Nevertheless, almost all species posses dupli-
cated MAPKs in their genome. The gene duplication
result of plant MAPKs those contained novel activation
loop motif are reported in table (Table 8). All the
MAPK resulted in z-score above four with 100% level
of confidence.
MAPK groups
MAPKs in monocotyledonous plants
Among the 40 different plant species analyzed during this
study, six were monocotyledonous plants (B. distachyon,
O. sativa, P. virgatum, S. italica, S. bicolour and Z. mays)
(Table 1). Our study revealed that O. sativa contains
17 MAPKs, not 15 as reported earlier. Among monocot
species, P. virgatum contains the highest number of
MAPKs in its genome (27).
MAPKs in dicotyledonous plants
The MAPK gene family of dicotyledonous plants has
shown large variations among MAPK gene family
062131
AtMPK7 DALRTLRELK LLRHVRHENV IALKDVMLPA NRSSFKDVY LVYELMDTDL HQII KSSQSLSDD HCKYFLFQLL RGLKYLHSAN ILHRDLKPGN LLVN ANCD LKICDFGLA RTS- ------ - - - - ----- --
OlMPK7  EARRALREVH LLRRLKHENV IKLEDIMMPV GDNGRMDDVY LVYELMDTDL HQII------ -RSKQALLDE HCQYFIYQIL RGLKYVHSAK VLHRDLKPSN ILLN-ANCD- -LCICDFGLA -----RSM--
BdMPK4-2  DAKRTLREVK LLRHMNHENV ISIKDIIRPP -RRENFNDVY IVYELMDTDL HHLL------ -RSNQPLTDD HCQYFLYQVL RGLKYVHSAN VLHRDLRPSN LLLN-AKCD- -LKIGDFGLA -----RTT--
GrMPK4-6  DAKRTLREIK LLRHMDHENV IAIKDIIRPP -QRENFNDVY IVYELMDTDL HQII------ -RSDQQLTDD HCRYFVYQIL RGLKYAHSAN VLHRDLKPAN LLLN-ANGN- -LKIVEFGLA -----STT--
GmMPK4-1  DAKRTLREIK LLRHMDLENI IAIRDIIRPP -RKDAFDDVY IVYELMDTDL HQII------ -RSDQPLNDT --TYFLYQLL RGLKYVHSAN ILHRDLKPSN LLLN-ANCD- -LKIADFGLA -----RTT--
BrMPK10-2  TAKRTLREIK LLRHLEHENI VGIKDIVLPP -QRDAFEDVY IAYELMDTDL EKLI------ -KSNQELTKY HHQFYMYQLL RGLKYIHSAN VLHRDLTPGN ILLN-ANSE- -LKICDFGLA -----RVA--
AtMPK16  DATRILREIK LLRLLRHPDI VEIKHILLPP -SRREFRDIY VVFELMESDL HQVI------ -KANDDLTPE HYQFFLYQLL RGLKYIHTAN VFHRDLKPKN ILAN-ADCK- -LKICDFGLA -----RVAFN
PaMPK7-2  YTKRAMREVL IHSQITHPFI VGFKEIMRPV -DNDSFNDIY IVMEMVKENL NQSITARLNR RKRQRSGATL DVKLIMNELL RALQYLHAAN VLHRDLKLDN ILIKESNQT- -VKLCDFGLA -----RIR--
PaMPK10 HAQNVIRELL IHSQINHPFA VALEEIKRPV -DQDTFDDIY FVMEKMKESL YTSLCHRENE GKRKRF-VPL NVKLIMNQLL RGLQYLHAVN LLHRDLKPEN ILLNDK-QR- -VKLCDFGFA -----RII--
CsubMPK3  QAKRVLREVC ILRRLHHPFL INLRDAFTRP SSCGAHQLRH LRLQLVGQ-- ---------- ------MTEE EVCLIMWQLL HALKFLHSNN VWHRDIKSSN IMLTRAKGHR IVKRCLAGSS PRSPTRGRGC
093162
AtMPK7  -QGNEQFMTEYVVTRWYRAP ELLL---CC- DNYGTSIDVW SVGCIFAEIL GRKPIF---- PGTECLNQLK LIINVVGSQQ ESDIR-FIDN PKARRFIKS- LPYSRGTHLS NLYPQ-ANPL AIDLLQRMLV
OlMPK7  -VERGRMMTSYVVTRWYRAP ELLL---NS- EEYAASIDMW SVGCILAEII DRKPLF---- PGKDFIHQMR LIIETLGSPE EADMD-FISS PYARKYIAS- LPRKPKVDFA VLYPD-ANPL AIDLLERTLV
BdMPK4-2  -TETD-FMMEYVVTRWYRAP ELLL---NC- SEYTGAIDMW SVGCILGEIA TREPLF---- PGKDYVHQLR LITELLGSPD DTSLG-FLRS DNARRYVRS- LPQYPKQQFR SRFPN-MSSG AMDLLERMLV
GrMPK4-6  -SETD-FMTECIGTCWYLAP ELLQ---NC- SEYTAAVDIW SVGCILGEMM TRQPLF---- PGRDHVHQLR LITELIGSPN DSSCE-FLRC DKSRRYVRQ- LPQYPRQNFS VRFPN-MSPG AVDLLEKMLI
GmMPK4-1  -SETD-FMTVYVVARWYRAP ELLL---NC- SEYTSAIDVW SVGCIFGEIM TREPLF---- PGKDYVHQLR LITELLGSPV DASLG-FLQS ENAKRYVRQ- LPQYRKQNFS ARFPN-MSSE ALDLLEKMLI
BrMPK10-2  -S--D-AMTQYVGTKWYRAP ELLL---SS- SAYTSAIDVW SVGCIFLEMM TRTPLF---- PGRDRSDQLR SILEFLGSPT EDDTG-SLN- ESGKQCLKM- LPWFDRQSFF VKFPD-VPFL AVLLLEKMLK
AtMPK16  DTPTAIFWTDYVATRWYRAP ELCG---SFF SKYTPAIDIW SIGCIFAELL TGKPLF---- PGKNVVHQLD LMTDMLGTPS AEAIG-RVRN EKARRYLSS- MRKKKPIPFS HKFPH-TDPL ALRLLEKMLS
PaMPK7-2  ----APEMTEMVIVESRRPP ELFLRHVSNQ SNYGPAVDIW SLGCIFADML LRRPLSLGFA DGKDDLDNLK KIAETIPPPD DNDLSEMIDN EYVRRFVKTR LPRIPSRPLS DVCRNVADKS AVDLLERMLV
PaMPK10  ----APRMTQMVVSMPYRPP ELFVRQLSNQ SNYGPAVDIW SLGCIFADML LQRPMALGFG NGTTDIANLK SIAEKIPIPD DEEFSEIIDR YQARMFIKSQ LPRTPLRPLR DIFRSVADKT AINLIERMLV
CsubMPK3  GVGFSSPLTRMVATPCYRAP EVVM----SR GGYTAAIDMW SLGCIFGELL QRVARV--GS ATTPHLQELG ALFDVIGTPS WADVD-RVQS ASWRNYLQK- LPGRAPTLFR RLG---FAGP AVHLLERMLA
025193
AtMPK7  FDPTKRISVT DALLHPYMAG LFD----PGS NPPAHVPISL DIDE---NME EPVIREMMWN EMLYYHPEAE IS---NA                                
OlMPK7 FDPQRRISVD DALAHPYLAS LHDASMEPTY TPAADDPHFK SLDEPDAHIP DEYLREAIYN QMLDMKSERA AA RASST SFAFAPRAQA FL---
BdMPK4-2  FDPNKRITVD EALCHPYLAS LHE----IND EPVCPAPFSF DFEQP--SFT EEDIKELIWR ESVKFNPEPI H                                      
GrMPK4-6  FDPHRRITVD EALCHPYLAP LHD----INE EPVCPRPFSF DFEQP--SFT EENIKELIYR ESVKYNPDPI H                                      
GmMPK4-1  FDPIKRITVD EALCHPYLSS LHD----IND EPVGPGQFKF DFEQP--TCT AEHIKELIWR EAVKYNPDPP SQ                                     
BrMPK10-2  FDPRKRISVE DALADPYFKT MHN----INN EPVCTKLFDF DLEEH--PLT VEQIKELIYH EALAFNPEPA TV---EKDQ         
AtMPK16  FEPKDRPTAE EALADVYFKG LAK----VER EPSAQPVTKL EFEFERRRIT KEDVRELIYR ESLEYHPKML KEYLDGSEPT NFMYPSAVEH FKKQFAYLEE HYKNGTSHNP PERQQHASLP RACVLYSDNN
PaMPK7-2  FNPRKRISIE DALQHEYMAE I-------TV DVLARKLNLK PYEVEKLRDS TPPRIEMFAQ DPSELTKEDL WKTLLDSCVN CRAADTLLNI LQK              
PaMPK10  FNPRKRISIA DALQHEYMAD I-------TV DVLAGELDLQ PAEVEKLNDV NPPCIEMNVE IPSQSTKKDC RKIVFDAIAN IQAGR                       
CsubMPK3 FDPDRRLSAE EALTHEYFTS LENSAI-DEL GTSLTSPSVA VLKSYCDGSS SYPHRSIAWG IYNGQSCLDA PSLLQGEAAD AKQL
Figure 3 Multiple sequence alignment of novel activation loop motifs of plant MAPKs. Beside presence of TEY and TDY motifs in activation
loop region, plant MAPKs show presence of other 8 different kinds of motifs (TSY, MEY, TEC, TVY, TQY, TEM, TQM and TRM) in the activation loop
region as mentioned in figure (in red). These new motifs are aligned with conventional TEY and TDY motifs of AtMPK7 and AtMPK6 in activation loop
region. This figure prepared to show the alignment of 8 newly identified motifs with TEY and TDY activation loop motif of MAP kinase. Arabidopsis
thaliana AtMK7 and AtMPK16 were taken as representative of TEY and TDY motif respectively. Activation loop motifs are closely followed by presence
of some group specific conserved motifs like DNY, EEY, SEY, SAY, SKY, SNY, GGY etc. These group specific motifs are indicated in blue color and
present inside box.
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gated herein, 26 were dicot plants. This group contained
as few as 6 MAPK gene in M. guttatus to as many as 31 in
soybean (G. max). Investigation of MAPKs in G. max in
another study using the HMM (hidden Markov model)
approach also showed 35 MAPKs; however, four of them
are indeed ‘MAPK-likes’ genes, making the actual MAPK
number 31.MAPKs in lower photosynthetic eukaryotes (Algae, Moss
and Pteridophyte)
The lower photosynthetic groups includes four algae,
one bryophyte, one pteridophyte and one gymnosperm
species (Table 1). Multiple MAPKs were seen in several
species of algae (Table 1). Our study also showed mul-
tiple MAPKs (TEY, 2/3/4 and TDY, 1/2) in unicellular
and multi-cellular algae (Table 5). A genome survey of S.
moellendorffii, a model lycophyte (non-seed vascular
plant) and a primitive species revealed the presence of
six MAPKs with single MAPKs in group A and B, whereas
two MAPKs were present in group C and D. As a result,
there are four MAPKs with the TEY motif and only two
with the TDY motif. Among the mosses and algae, P.
patens and O. lucimarinus lacks ‘group A’ type MAPKs,
while V. cartieri lacks ‘group B’ and ‘group C’ type
MAPKs and C. reinhardtii and C. subellipsoidea do notpossess ‘group C’ MAPKs. Interestingly, none of the stud-
ied lower photosynthetic eukaryotes or land plants (both
mono and dicot species) lacked ‘group D’ type MAPKs.Discussion
Nomenclature and identification of MAPKs
It is very important to assign an appropriate and specific
name to each member of the family to enable a thor-
ough understanding of it. Therefore, we provided unique
names to all 589 identified MAPKs across the plant
lineage using the orthologous based nomenclature sys-
tem proposed by Hamel et al. [21]. In the traditional
naming system, names are assigned to gene(s) that are
identified and cloned first, regardless of their similarities
to other gene(s). For example, if someone cloned the
ThMPK gene from Thelluginella halophila first, it
named as ThMPK1, regardless of its orthologous similar-
ity with other MPKs. Accordingly, if this ThMPK1 has
orthologous similarity with AtMPK6, it should be named
ThMPK6, but this does not happen. However, orthology
lends the legitimacy to transfer of functional similarities
from its ancestors [22-24]. As a result, orthology based
nomenclature can provide succinct information regard-
ing its orthologous counterpart gene. Practically, it is dif-
ficult to study every individual MAPK gene in all plant
species to understand their specific roles in different
Figure 4 Molecular structure of plant MAPKs showing their activation loop motif. The structures were modeled by homology based
modeling procedure using the Phyre2 server. The activation loop motifs were labeled using Pymol. Figures A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J represents
T-E-Y (AtMPK1), T-D-Y (AtMPK20), M-E-Y (OsMPK16-2), T-E-M (PaMPK7-2), T-S-Y (OlMPK7), T-E-C (GrMPK4-6), T-V-Y (GmMPK4-1), T-Q-Y (BrMPK10-2),
T-Q-M (PaMPK10) and T-R-M (CsubMPK3) motif respectively.
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Table 4 Table showing predicted group specific common
docking (CD) sites of plant MAPKs





Mohanta et al. BMC Genomics  (2015) 16:58 Page 10 of 20aspects of plant biology. As orthology lends the legitimacy
of common ancestry and evolutionary function, orthology
based nomenclature will provide ideas regarding possible
roles of specific genes in the plant species being investi-
gated. This system of nomenclature can be further ex-
tended to newly identified gene families of other plant
species.
To date, MAPK gene family members of only few
plant species have been reported, including Oryza sativa
[14], Arabidopsis thaliana [13], Zea mays [15], Brachy-
podium distachyon [18], Canola (Brassica napus) [16]
and Malus domestica [17]. Although MAPKs from these
plant species are previously identified, we have included
them here to broaden the study. Inclusion of these species
in our study led to identification of some new members of
MAPKs. An earlier study by Hamel et al., revealed that
the O. sativa genome contains 16 members of the MAPK
gene family [21]. However, we recently identified 17
MAPK gene family members from O. sativa. Additionally,
Zhang et al., reported 26 members of the MAPK gene
family from Malus domestica [17], but we found that M.
domestica contains 28 members.
Genomics of MAPKs
All species are confined by specific numbers of fundamen-
tal traits known as chromosome [25,26]. The number of
sets of chromosomes varies among genera and species, as
well as within species. Some species are functionally hap-
loid (e.g., Chlamydomonas, Volvox, Coccomyxa, Ostreococ-
cus, Physcomitrella, Selaginella), or diploid (Oryza sativa,
Arabidopsis thaliana, Gossipium raimondii, Glycine max,
Zea maize) (Table 1). The genome size of a specific species
is directly correlated with the ploidy level (haploid, dip-
loid or polyploidy) of the organism [27,28]. The lower
eukaryotic organisms such as Chlamydomonas, Volvox,
Coccomyxa, Ostreococcus, Physcomitrella, and Selaginella
are very simple life forms relative to higher eukaryotic an-
giosperms; therefore, they encode very few MAPK genes
relative to higher plants. For example, the lower eukaryotic
algae O. lucimarinus encodes only three MAPKs, while C.
subellipsoidea encodes only four. C. reinhardtii and S.
moellendorffii encode six MAPKs each, whereas P. patens
encodes eight. The plants G. max has tetraploid genome;
hence, its genome size is larger than those of O. sativa and
A. thaliana. Owing to the ploidy nature of the genome,organisms encode more MAPKs [27,29,30]. G. max en-
codes maximum of 31 MAPKs, whereas B. rapa en-
codes for 30 MAPKs. Similarly, M. domestica and G.
raimondii encodes for 28 MAPKs each. The presence of
higher numbers of MAPK genes in these plants is attrib-
uted to their bigger genome size and ploidy level or whole
genome duplication. The number of MAPK genes within
each family varies from species to species depending upon
the complexity and ploidy level of plants (Table 1).
During this study, we found that MAPK genes harbored
several introns (Additional file 1). Additionally, different
genes contained different numbers of introns ranging
from zero (intronless) to fourteen. We did not find any
group specific conserved intron organization for groups
A, B, C, and E MAPK genes. However, group D MAPKs
harbored seven to fourteen introns. It has been reported
that intron organization is conserved at levels up to
10-20% between orthologs [31,32], and the presence of
126 MAPK genes containing nine introns in their gene
constitutes 21.39% orthology. Accordingly, our findings
are in agreement with earlier findings regarding the
orthology based evolution of introns in plants. These
findings confirm that group D MAPKs are evolutionar-
ily more conserved than other groups of MAPKs.
Conserved motifs and domains
Mitogen activated protein kinases are multigene families
characterized by the presence of an activation loop T-E-Y/
T-D-Y motif. [6,21] These conserved motifs are target
phosphorylation sites of upstream MAPKK (mitogen acti-
vated protein kinase kinase).To date, there have been no
reports regarding the presence of N-terminal conserved
motifs in MAPKs. We found that group D MAPKs con-
tains conserved N-terminal T-E-Y/T-D-Y/S-D-Y and S-E-Y
motifs (Figure 1A, 1B, Table 2). Chlamydomonas and
Volvox share a common A-V-H motif instead of the S-E-
Y/S-D-Y/T-E-Y and T-D-Y motif. Protein phosphorylation
can occur on multiple distinct sites throughput the given
protein [33,34]. Hence the presences of N-terminal con-
served motifs are may be target phosphorylation sites of
some other unknown kinases. In addition to the presence
of these conserved motifs, the N-terminal region of
MAPKs also contains several other conserved consensus
amino acids, I-G-x-G-x-Y-G-x-V, I-K-K-I-x3-F, D-A-x-R-x-
L-R-E, F-x-D-I-Y-x3-E-L-M, D-L-x2-V-I, D-x-L-x2-E-H,
Q-x-L-R-x-L-K-Y-x-H, H-R-D-L-K-P-x-N, and L-x-L-x-N-
C-x-L-K-I-x-D-F-G-L-A-R (Figure 1A, Table 3). These
conserved consensus amino acid sequences may be con-
sidered as signature consensus of MAPKs. The presence
of conserved amino acids consensuses in MAPKs reflects
their common evolutionary ancestry. Earlier, Hanks (2003)
reported that the protein kinase super-family contains the
G-x-G-x-x-G conserved consensus sequence [4], which is
similar to the results of our study, in which I-G-x-G-x-Y-
Figure 5 Phylogenetic tree of MAPK gene family in plants.
Unrooted phylogenetic tree of MAPKs show presence of six different
groups with well supported bootstrap values. We named them as
group A (red), B (blue), C (pink), D (purple), E (teal) and F (green).
The group E MAPKs are present at towards the end of the phylogenetic
tree and group F present at the mid of the phylogenetic tree. Group E
and F MAPKs are derived from lower plants of algae, pteridophytes and
gymnosperm. Different MAPK genes falls in different groups are;
group A (MPK3, MPK6, MPK10), group B (MPK4, MPK5, MPK11,
MPK12, MPK13), group C (MPK1, MPK2, MPK7, MPK14), group D
(MPK8, MPK9, MPK16, MPK17, MPK18, MPK19, MPK20 and MPK21),
group E (CreinMPK7, CsubMPK3, PaMPK10, PaMPK7-2, PaMPK5,
PaMPK14, CsubMPK7, MpMPK13, SmMPK10, VcMPK5) and group F
(CreinMPK4-1, VcMPK4-1, OlMPK6, MpMPK4). The ERK1, ERK2,
AtPIN1 (auxin efflux carrier) and AtCBL1 (calcineurin B like protein)
were used as out group. Different statistical parameters used to
constrcut the phylogenetic tree was: statistical method- maximum
likelihood, test of phylogeny-boot strap method, no. of bootsrap
replicate-2000, model/method-Jones-Taylor-Thornton (JTT) model,
site coverage cutoff-95%, and branch swap filter-very strong.
Phylogenetic tree was constructed using MEGA6 software.
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MAPKs (Figure 1A, Table 3). In addition to the T-E-Y/T-D-
Y activation loop motif of MAPK, several new and novel ac-
tivation loop motifs were identified those includes M-E-Y
(group B), T-E-M (group D), T-S-Y (group D), T-E-C
(group B), T-V-Y (group B), T-Q-Y (group A), T-Q-M
(group D) and T-R-M (group D) (Table 2). None of the
identified motifs belonged to group C MAPK. These new
motifs are assumed to be undergoing recent evolution to
expand the diversity of MAPKs; however, the absence of a
new kind of activation loop motif for group C MAPK indi-
cates that this group is more conserved than other groups
of MAPKs. The presence of diverse activation loop motifs
are may be for target phosphorylation sites for diverse ki-
nases that can facilitate phosphorylation events more easily
to overcome selective pressure. These activation loop con-
served motifs are closely followed by several other group
specific conserved motifs, including S-D-Y, S-E-Y, T-D-Y
(group A and B MAPKs), D-N-Y, S-Q-Y (group C MAPKs),
S-K-Y, and T-K-Y (group D MAPKs) (Table 2). These mo-
tifs are may be putative phosphorylation sites of other ki-
nases. The presence of the N-terminal conserved activation
loop motif immediately followed by the presence of another
conserved motif greatly reflects presence of wide arrays of
phosphorylation sites of MAPKs, which may be target
phosphorylation sites of different other kinases. The pres-
ence of N-terminal S-D-Y/S-E-Y/T-D-Y motifs along with
C-terminal S-D-Y/S-E-Y/T-D-Y/S-Q-Y/D-N-Y/S-R-Y/S-K-
Y/T-K-Y/A-K-Y/S-N-Y/G-R-Y motifs reflects challenges to
defining MAPKs; however, these MAPKs can now be better
defined as group specific. Although it has been proposed
that the T-E-Y and T-D-Y motifs at the activation loop
are important for activation of MAPKs, the presence of
N-terminal and C-terminal S-D-Y/S-E-Y/T-D-Y as well
Table 5 Table showing group specific distribution of different MAPKs in plants
Sl.
No.
Name of plant species Mitogen activated protein kinase
TEY TDY Other group Total
Group A Group B Group C Group D
1 Aquilegia coerulea 3 2 3 2 10
2 Arabidopsis thaliana 3 5 4 8 20
3 Brachipodium distachyon 2 2 3 9 16
4 Brassica rapa 7 5 4 14 30
5 Capsella rubella 3 5 2 8 18
6 Carica papaya 2 2 1 4 9
7 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 0 0 2 2 2 6
8 Citrus clememtina 2 3 2 5 12
9 Citrus sinensis 2 3 2 5 12
10 Coccomyxa subellipsoidea 0 0 1 1 2 4
11 Cucumis sativus 2 3 2 7 14
12 Eucalyptus grandis 3 3 1 6 13
13 Fragaria vesca 2 3 2 4 11
14 Glycine max 4 10 4 13 31
15 Gossipium raimondi 5 7 6 10 28
16 Linum usitatissimum 6 6 4 8 24
17 Malus domestica 5 8 5 10 28
18 Manihot esculenta 2 5 2 8 17
19 Medicago truncatula 2 4 5 6 17
20 Micromonas pusila 0 0 1 1 2 4
21 Mimulus guttatus 0 2 1 3 6
22 Oryza sativa 2 2 2 10 1 17
23 Ostreococcus lucimarinus 0 1 1 1 3
24 Panicum virgatum 4 4 4 15 27
25 Phaseolus vulgaris 2 4 2 6 14
26 Physcomitrella patens 0 4 2 2 8
27 Picea abies 1 2 5 2 4 14
28 Populus trichocarpa 4 3 4 10 21
29 Prunus persica 2 3 2 5 12
30 Ricinus communis 2 3 2 5 12
31 Selaginella moellendorffii 0 1 2 2 1 6
32 Setaria italica 2 2 2 10 16
33 Solanum lycopersicum 3 4 2 8 17
34 Solanum tuberosum 0 3 2 7 12
35 Sorghum bicolor V 1.4 2 2 2 10 16
36 Thellungiella halophila 3 4 2 7 16
37 Theobroma cacao 2 3 2 5 12
38 Vitis venifera 2 3 2 5 12
39 Volvox carteri 0 0 1 2 2 5
40 Zea mays 4 2 2 11 19
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Table 8 Gene duplication analysis of some selective plant





Z-score Level of confidence (%)
AtMPK1 T-E-Y 19.46 100
AtMPK20 T-D-Y 11.88 100
OsMPK16-2 M-E-Y 6.85 100
PaMPK7-2 T-E-M 7.92 100
OlMPK7 T-S-Y 8.48 100
GrMPK4-6 T-E-C 13.94 100
GmMPK T-V-Y 13.67 100
BrMPK T-Q-Y 7.91 100
PaMPK10 T-Q-M 13.41 100
CsubMPK3 T-R-M 7.75 100
Analysis was carried out by Pinda (pipeline for intraspecies duplication
analysis). Analysis shows all the MAPKs that contain novel activation loop
motif resulted in z-score above four. The Z-score above four is considered
highly significant to be duplicated.






Identical sites in all
three sequences
15 7













X2 -test 3.56 8.00
Tajima’s relative rate test was carried out by randomly comparing three
phylogenetically distant sequences in each case by distributing them into
three distinct group. In column 2, group A (OsMPK6), B (PaMPK8) and C
(SmMPK16-2); column 3, group A (AtMPK1), B (PaMPK8) and C (CreinMPK4-2);
column 4, group A (SiMPK14), B (VcMPK9) and C (PaMPK3); column 5, group A
(SbMPK14), B (PpMPK4-3), and C ( PaMPK3). Test was replicated for four times.
In all the four cases, statistical result was found to be significant.
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dicates that more in depth investigations are needed to
confirm their functions. The presence of group specific
conserved motifs and domains explains the orthology
based evolution of MAPKs from the common ancestors.
In fungi, MAPKs regulates five different pathways
namely CWI (cell wall integrity), HOG (high osmolarity
glycerol), Kss, Fus, and Smk1 (sporulation and meiosis)
[35]. The CWI pathway is carried out by fungal Mpk1
that contain T-E-Y motif in its activation loop domain,
HOG pathway is carried out by Hog1 that contain T-G-
Y motif, Kss pathway is responsible for filamentous
growth in fungi and Kss1 contain T-E-Y motif, Fus path-
way is responsible for mating and cell cycle arrest and
contain T-E-Y motif in its activation loop domain. The
fungal Smk1 pathway responsible for meiosis and sporula-
tion contain T-N-Y motif in its activation loop domain.
From these report, it is evident that MAPK that contain
different activation loop motif controls different pathways.
Presence of several new activation loop motifs in plants
may be responsible for some novel pathways which are yet
to be elucidated.Table 7 Tajima’s test for neutrality
m S ps Θ π D
594 320 0.993789 0.142719 0.377879 4.904140
The analysis involved 589 amino acid sequences. All positions with less than
95% site coverage were eliminated. That is, fewer than 5% alignment gaps,
missing data, and ambiguous bases were allowed at any position. There were
a total of 325 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted
in MEGA6. Abbreviations: m = number of sequences, n = total number of sites,
S =Number of segregating sites, ps = S/n, Θ = ps/a1, π = nucleotide diversity, and
D is the Tajima test statistic.Common docking site
It was previously assumed that substrate specificity of an
enzyme is determined by stereo-chemical complementar-
ities with its active site [36-39]; however, these preferences
are not stringent enough. It has since been found that, in
addition to substrate target site preferences, many protein
kinases uses dedicated modular protein-protein inter-
action docking domains, interactions involving binding of
the surface of the catalytic domain, but distinct from cata-
lytic active sites [40-42]. These docking grooves are bind to
the short peptide docking motifs that are separated from the
substrate motif. Although these two supplemental recogni-
tion strategies are not mutually exclusive, development of
these alternative modes of recognition provides a very simple
method to meet increasing evolutionary requirements [41].
Protein kinases often recognize their substrates and regula-
tors through docking interaction sites that occurs outside
the active site [43,44], and these interactions can help us to
understand the kinase networks. The MAPKs contains
group specific conserved docking domains, K-M-L-T-F-
D-P-K/R-Q/K-R-I-T-V-E-D/E-A-L (group A), K-M-L-V/
I-F-D-P-x-K-R-I-I-V-D-E-A-L (group B), K-M-L-I-F-D-P-
S/T-K-R-I-S-V-T-E-A-L (group C) and L-L-E-R/K-L-L-A-
F-D-P-K-D-R-P-T-A-E-E-A-L (group D) (Table 4). The
presence of group specific docking domains in MAPKs
suggests that different MAPKs targets are group specific.
Similarly, the presence of group specific conserved dock-
ing domains suggests, evolution of MAPKs are ortholo-
gous based and are group specific.
Phylogeny of MAPKs
To understand the evolutionary expansion of MAPKs
belonging to 40 different plant species, an unrooted tree
was constructed from alignments of their full length protein
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six different groups with well supported bootstrap values.
We named them as group A (red), B (blue), C (pink), D
(purple), E (teal) and F (green) (Figure 5, Additional file 5).
The clustering of MAPKs into different groups reflects
their orthology based origin from common ancestors. The
cluster of group E MAPKs belonged to lower eukaryotic
organisms and fell in the distal end (basal part) of the
phylogenetic tree (Figure 5, Additional file 5). The finding
of group E MAPKs from lower green algae and other or-
ganisms fell as an independent group suggests that these
MAPKs were evolved independently and diverged during
evolution to higher eukaryotes. Independent grouping of
group E and F MAPKs may also indicate lower eukaryotic
specific functions and their independent evolution [45-47].
Although biological functions of all MAPKs are not yet
understood, MAPKs of the same subgroup are likely to be
involved in similar physiological responses, and hence
similar functions. The presence of lower eukaryotic specific
group F MAPKs in the middle of the phylogenetic tree
may also reflects their roles in evolution of MAPKs by sub-
sequent divergence and duplication. During speciation
events, these MAPKs became diversified and evolved as
multigene families from common ancestors. It has been re-
ported that multiple members of specific gene families of a
particular organism are the natural products generated
from the evolutionary history experienced by an organism
[48-51]. Accordingly, the presence of several members in a
gene family reflects the succession of genomic rearrange-
ment, and its expansion is due to extensive duplication and
diversification that occurs during the course of evolution
[52,53]. Expansion of the gene family may be involved in
different developmental processes of plants [54-58].
Statistical analysis
In the random sampling of MAPK sequences in Tajima’s
relative rate test, we found significant p-value and X2-
test result in both the studied groups. This implies that
our study is statistically significant (Table 6). In Tajima’s
test for neutrality, the Tajima’s D test result is 4.904140
(D = 4.904140) (Table 7). In Tajima’s D test, when D = 0,
the average heterozygosity became equal to number of
segregating sites and can be interpreted as expected vari-
ation is similar to observed variation [59,60]. The evolv-
ing population can be due to mutation-drift equilibrium
and no evidence of selection. When D < 0, the average
heterozygosity is lower than number of segregating sites
[59,60]. In this case, it can be interpreted as rare alleles
are present at very low frequencies and recent selective
sweep led to population expansion after recent bottle-
neck that contain the linkage to swept a gene. When
D > 0, the average heterozygosity is more than that of
segregating sites and can be considered as presence of
multiple alleles; some at low and others at highfrequencies [59,60]. This creates balancing in selection
by sudden contraction in population. Tajima’s negative D
value signifies excess low frequency of polymorphism rela-
tive to expectation. This indicates expansion in a popula-
tion size by selective sweep or by purifying selection.
Tajima’s positive D value signifies high frequencies of poly-
morphism indicating decrease in a population size by bal-
ancing selection. Tajima’s D value greater than +2 or less
than −2 are considered as significant [59,60]. In our result
we found D value of 4.904140 which is greater than 0
(D > 0) and +2 (Table 7). This signifies MAPKs are under-
gone high frequencies of polymorphism by decreasing
population size due to balanced selection. So, the hetero-
zygosity of plant MAPKs are more than that of number of
segregating sites and presented as multiple alleles.Duplication of MAPKs
The size of the plant genome and number of chromo-
somes in each genome varies widely among species and
shows diversity of 2350-folds ranges from 63 to 149,000
Mb that divided into n = 2 to n = ~ 600 chromosomes
[25]. Chromosomes evolved by fusion, fission, insertion,
and duplication events, allowing evolution of chromo-
some size and number and hence the genes [61,62]. Vas-
cular plants evolved approximately 410 million years ago
and diverged into several lineages, among which lyco-
phytes, ferns and gymnosperm and seed plant survived
[63]. The transitions from aquatic to land plants, gameto-
phytic generation to sporophytic generation, non-vascular
form to vascular form and non seed bearing to seed bear-
ing life cycles requires evolution of new genes [63,64]. The
co-linearity resulting from the common ancestry of angio-
sperms provides a powerful method to determine the
orthology [65-67]. The MAPK genes from diverse species
investigated in this study were found to be orthologous.
Based on the results of this study, the orthologous MAPK
genes have undergone duplications and given rise to sev-
eral paralogous genes. The MAPKs those contained novel
activation loop motif were found to be duplicated
(Table 8). The most common MAPK (AtMPK1) that con-
tain classical T-E-Y motif in its activation loop motif is
highly duplicated with z-score 19.46 and 100% confidence
level. The AtMPK20 that contained T-D-Y motif in its ac-
tivation loop motif resulted in z-score of 11.88 with 100%
confidence interval. All the newly identified MAPKs that
contained novel activation loop motifs resulted in z-score
more than four with 100% confidence level. Genes with z-
score value four or more than four were considered as
highly significant to be duplicated [68]. The phylogenetic
study showed that MAPK genes of the grass family of
monocotyledonous plants (O. sativa, S. bicolor, B. distach-
yon, P. virgatum, S. italica and Z. mays) are more con-
served and clustered together, demonstrating that grass
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been reported that, although genomes of the grass family
differ greatly in terms of size, ploidy level and chromo-
some number, their genetic markers and genes are very
well conserved between genomes [69,70]. It has also been
reported that there are several duplicated MAPK genes in
grass family plants due to their ploidy level and genome
duplication [71,72].
Vascular plants appeared approximately 410 million
years ago, then diverged into several lineages [73]. The
first non-seed vascular plant, Selaginella, lacks evidence of
whole genome duplication or polyploidy, which explain
why S. moellendorffii contains only six MAPK genes.
Although the genome sizes of S. moellendorffii and A.
thaliana are very similar [63], A. thalaiana contains
16,574 (65%) duplicated genes [62]. The transition from a
gametophyte to sporophyte dominant life cycle requires
far fewer new genes than the transition from non-vascular
non-flowering to vascular and flowering plants [63]. Earl-
ier studies of Chlamydomonas, Physcomitrella, Selaginella
and fifteen other angiosperm species by Banks et al., re-
vealed that transition from single celled green algae to
multi-cellular land plants requires 3006 new genes, but
that transition from non-vascular to vascular plants is as-
sociated with a gain of only 516 genes [63]. They also re-
ported that gene and genome duplication is pre-requisite
for transition from simple leafless nonvascular sporophyte
generation to dominant vascularized gametophyte gener-
ation and need almost three times as many new genes.
The orthologous Physcomitrella and Selaginella shares
around 84% to 89% of their genes in angiosperm plants,
indicating their role as common ancestors [63]. These
findings confirm that development from nonvascular to
vascular life requires the stepwise addition of new genes
directing their extra role in meristem development and
hormonal signaling.
MAPK groups
In this study, we identified MAPK gene family members
from different plant groups including monocots, dicots
and lower eukaryotic organisms. Overall, the plants in-
cluded six monocots, 26 dicots, five algae, one bryophyte,
one pteridophyte, and one gymnosperm. The amplifica-
tion and diversification of the large MAPK family in the
monocot plant P. virgatum could be largely attributed to
its tetraploid nature (2n = 4× = 36) [17]. It will be interest-
ing to determine whether the paralogs in a single group
have attained diverse functions in P. virgatum. Among the
studied monocots, S. bicolour, S. italica and B. distachyon
were found to have 16 member MAPK families. Similar
numbers of MAPKs in Brachypodium have been reported
by Chen et al. [18].
Group A MAPKs of monocot plants are very stable
orthologs of both AtMPK3 and AtMPK6, whereas none ofany monocot genomes harbor orthologs of AtMPK10, sug-
gesting that this MAPK may have been lost before the split
of monocots. Group B MAPKs of monocot plants posses
several paralogs of MPK4, suggesting that the duplication
of MPK4 paralogs might have occurred before divergence
of monocot plants. Group C MAPKs in monocots contain
paralogs of MPK7 and MPK14, but lack any MAPK1 and
MAPK2 gene (Table 5). However, a recent study reported
the presence of ZmMPK1 and ZmMPK2 in maize, which
are putative orthologs of AtMPK1 and AtMPK2, respect-
ively [15]. Liu et al. showed that ZmMPK1 and ZmMPK2
are phylogenetically closer to AtMPK1 and AtMPK2 than
AtMPK7 and AtMPK14, respectively, and thus suggested
that naming these MAPKs as ZmMPK1 and ZmMPK2
would be more appropriate. This group C MAPK was
previously named as ZmMPK7 [74]. However, evalu-
ation of the evolutionary relationship of monocot MAPKs
indicated that it would be more appropriate to name these
MAPKs as ZmMPK7 and ZmMPK14. Group D MAPKs
of monocot plants showed the presence of 10/11 MAPK
genes and are relatively constant as compared to the 15
MAPKs in P. virgatum (Table 1). These findings indicate
that the amplification of monocot group D MAPKs oc-
curred before diversification of this species.
Group A MAPKs, which are relatively constant in
monocots with two or four members and in dicot plants,
showed zero to seven MAPK members.M. guttatus, which
is phylogenetically closer to Arabidopsis, do not possess
any group A MAPKs (Table 5). Another plant, potato
(S. tuberosum), is particularly conspicuous in that it lacks
the group A MAPK from its genome. S. lycopersicum,
another member of solanaceae family, has three group A
MAPKs in its genome. The absence of complete group A
MAPKs in M. guttatus and S. tuberosum is intriguing, and
more work in these plant systems is needed to reveal
whether other groups of MAPKs have acquired many in-
trinsic functions of group A MAPKs in these plant species.
Another member of group A, an ortholog of AtMPK10,
was only observed in B. rapa, T. halophila and C. rubella,
which all belong to the mustard family. These findings
suggest that MPK10 orthologs are conserved only in the
brassicaceae family of dicots, while it was lost from other
families (except Selaginella moelendorffii and Picea abies)
during evolution (Table 5).
The solanaceous plant S. tuberosum lacks group A
MAPKs from their genome, suggesting that they have re-
cently lost this group of MAPKs. The absence of group A
MAPKs is particularly intriguing as it comprises orthologs
of Arabidopsis MPK3 and MPK6. These two MAPKs
show a high level of basal expression and even higher ex-
pression in response to biotic and abiotic stress, not only
in Arabidopsis, but also in other plants. The roles of these
two MAPKs in plant development have been well estab-
lished in stomatal patterning [75], ovule development [76],
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development [77]. Definitive functions of group A MAPKs
in growth and development and responses to biotic and
abiotic stress have been shown in other plants as well
[6,10,78-81]. Furthermore, double mutants of mpk3 mpk6
show embryo lethality [10]. These studies in different plant
systems suggest that MPK3 and MPK6 orthologs in differ-
ent plant species are indispensable. It will be interesting to
study these plants to address basic questions regarding
MAPK signaling in response to different stress and devel-
opmental signals. Orthologs of AtMPK10 are confined to
the dicot species B. rapa, T. halophila and C. rubella,
which all belong to the mustard family. These findings sug-
gest that MPK10 orthologs are only conserved in the bras-
sicaceae family of dicots and have been lost from other
families in the course of evolution (Table 5). The presence
of four BrMPK10 paralogs might be due to duplication
after B. rapa speciation since other mustard family mem-
bers have single orthologs of MPK10. Similar to MPK3 and
MPK6 orthologs, group A MAPKs are either present to-
gether or absent. The paralogs of MPK3 and MPK6 have
been reported in several plant species. A recent report
identified MAPKs in canola (B. napus) shows absence of
MPK10 in its genome [16]. It is interesting to note that B.
napus (AACC) is an allotetraploid between B. rapa (AA)
and B. oleracea (CC). Evaluation of the expression using
the ATH1 GeneChip (at Arabidopsis thaliana Kinase
Database-AthKD) under control and different abiotic stress
conditions revealed significant expression of AtMPK10
only in three stages/tissues from 208 tissues/stress condi-
tions. These findings suggest a limited role of AtMPK10 in
Arabidopsis. However, it will be interesting to investigate
the functional relevance of paralogs of MPK10 in B. rapa.
For group B MAPKs, with the exception of A. thaliana, no
orthologs of AtMPK11 was observed in any of the studied
dicot plant species, even in the mustard family (Table 5).
In Arabidopsis, AtMPK11 showed significant expres-
sion in several tissues and under various stress condi-
tions, suggesting it plays a specific role and will not
likely to be lost or evolve into a pseudogene. Similarly,
MAPK5, another group B MAPK is only restricted to
brassicaceae family members with the exception of be-
ing present in S. lycopersicum. Eight of ten group B
MAPKs in G. max are paralogs of MAPK4. Such a high
number of paralogs in soybean suggests extensive
events of duplication might have occurred in its genome
or part of the genome. These findings are concurrent with
recent reports that showed G. max underwent at least two
putative genome wide and/or segmental duplications ap-
proximately 13 and 59 million year ago [82-86].
The group C MAPKs members in dicot plants were
ranges from one to six (Table 5). The single members
of the MAPK group were found in three dicot species,
E. grandis, M. guttatus and C. papaya, in the form ofeither MPK7 or MPK1. The four orthologs of Arabidopsis
(AtMPK1, AtMPK2, AtMPK7, and AtMPK14) are not re-
stricted to a particular family or species of dicot plants.
The group D MAPKs are unique owing to their ‘TDY’
motif in the activation loop and long C terminal common
docking domain (Rodriguez et al., 2010 [10]). In dicot
plants, the number of group D MAPKs varies from 2 in A.
coerulea to 14 MAPKs in B. rapa. Among the studied
dicot species, 21 showed less than ten group D MAPKs,
suggesting that amplification of this group of MAPKs is
more prominent in monocots.
We previously discussed loss of group A MAPK
MPK10 from monocots and all dicots except members
of the brassicaceae family. The lower eukaryotic plant
Selaginella and gymnosperm plant Picea abies were
found to contain MPK10, a group A MAPK. These
findings suggested that MPK10 were existed in older
species and are lost during divergence and speciation,
after which it was only able to be transferred to mem-
bers of the brassicaceae family. To identify the evolu-
tionary path of MAPKs, Doczi et al., analyzed MAPK
signaling components in evolutionarily representative
species of a plant lineage from a free-living amoeba-
flagellate protist, Naegleria (representative of an early
diverging eukaryotic clade, Heterolobosea) to moss,
algae and lycophytes [20]. Their study reported the
presence of a single conventional MAPK in Naegleria
with a ‘TEY’ motif, suggesting that the common ancestor
of MAPKs were ERK-like, from which the distinct classes
of MAPKs having TxY signature motifs were diverged
[20]. Our study also showed multiple MAPKs (TEY, 2/3/4
and TDY, 1/2) in unicellular and multi-cellular algae
(Table 5), suggesting that diversification events of MAPKs
started in very early periods of the evolution of photosyn-
thetic eukaryotes.
As the complexity of organisms increased, the MAPK
family showed expansion via gene duplication [20]. The
P. patens, a model moss species with a genome of
487 Mb [87], contains eight MAPKs, six of which were
TEY type and two were TDY type (Table 5). The six TEY
MAPKs were belonged to group B (four MAPKs) and
group C (two MAPKs). Thus, on the evolutionary path
of photosynthetic eukaryotes, lycophyetes, moss, multi-
cellular and unicellular algae shows both TEY and TDY
types of MAPKs. These findings suggest that the differ-
ences between these two types of MAPKs are ancient.
Among mosses and algae, P. patens and O. lucimarinus
lack ‘group A’ type MAPKs, while V. cartieri lacks
‘group B’ and ‘group C’ MAPKs, and C. reinhardtii and
C. subellipsoidea do not possess ‘group C’ MAPKs.
Interestingly, none of the studied species lacked ‘group
D’ MAPKs. This observation suggests that the group D
MAPKs or TDY MAPKs are indispensable in the
lineage of green plants.
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constant in monocots (with the exception of P. virgatum),
but not in dicots. Overall, the largest and smallest MAPK
genes were observed in dicot plants.
Conclusion
Genome wide analysis of MAPK gene family revealed pres-
ence of new activation loop motifs. The adopted MAPK
nomenclature system can be extended to other plant spe-
cies to maintain uniformity in the MAPK nomenclature
system. Presence of novel activation loop motifs are new
variants and could offer new type of gene regulation in
plants.
Methods
Identification of MAPK gene family members
Mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) gene families
from the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana were down-
loaded from The Arabidopsis Information Resources
(TAIR: http://www.arabidopsis.org/) database [88]. The
MAPK gene families from rice were downloaded from
the TIGR rice Genome Annotation Resources (http://
rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/) database [89]. The protein se-
quences of MAPKs from Arabidopsis thaliana and rice
were used as search queries in the publicly available
phytozome database (http://www.phytozome.net/) to
identify MAPK genes in other plant species [90]. Over-
all, 40 species were included in this study and reported in
Table 1. To identify MAPK gene families of unknown spe-
cies, BLASTP searches was conducted using orthologous
protein sequences Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa
MAPK genes as the query search [91]. The genes identi-
fied through BLAST searches were used for further ana-
lysis. First, the top 100 genes were kept for systemic
evaluation and indexing. The genes with serine/threonine
protein kinase domains and the activation loop T-E-Y or
T-D-Y motifs were considered as probable MAPK genes,
which were subsequently confirmed by scanning in scan
prosite and smart software for the presence of MAPK do-
main [92,93]. All datas were checked for redundancy and
no any alternative splice variants were considered. Identi-
fied MAPK gene families from each species were again
confirmed by running BLASTP searches against TAIR
using the default parameters [92,93]. The genes were con-
sidered MAPK genes when BLASTP search matches with
ArabidopsisMAPKs.Multiple sequence alignment and construction of
quaternary structure
Multiple sequence alignment of MAPKs were carried
out using the multiple sequence alignment tool Multalin
(http://multalin.toulouse.inra.fr/multalin/) to identify the
conserved domains. The following default parameterswere used to run the multiple alignment programs: Mul-
talin: fasta, protein weight matrix: Blosum62-12-12, gap
penalty at opening: default, gap penalty at extension:
default, gap penalties at extremities: none, one iteration
only: no, high consensus value: 90% (default), low consen-
sus value: 50% (default), maximum line length: 180, and
graduation step: 10. Molecular structures of AtMPK1
(group C), SiMPK20-1 (group D) and other MAPKs those
contain novel activation loop motif were constructed by
Phyre [94] software and resulted PDB file was subjected
PYMOL to indicate activation loop motif of MAPKs.Construction of phylogenetic tree
To construct the phylogenetic tree, all protein sequences
were used to prepare a clustal file by running MAPKs
protein sequences in clustal omega software using the
following default parameters [95]: output format: clustal
w/o numbers, dealign input sequences: no, MBED-like
clustering guide tree: yes, MBED-like clustering iteration:
yes, number of combined iterations: default (0), maximum
guide tree iterations: default, maximum HMM (hidden
Markov model) iterations: default, order: aligned. The
generated clustal file of MAPKs was converted to MEGA
file (.meg) format using the MEGA6 software and then
employed to construct a phylogenetic tree [96]. The
statistical parameters used to construct the phylogen-
etic tree were: analysis: phylogeny reconstruction; sta-
tistical method: maximum likelihood; test of phylogeny:
bootstrap method; no. of bootstrap replications: 2000;
substitution type-amino acids; model/method: Jones-
Taylor-Thornton (JTT) model; rates among sites: uni-
form rates; gaps/missing data treatment: partial dele-
tion; site coverage cutoff: 95%; ML heuristic method:
nearest–neighbor-interchange (NII); initial tree for ML:
make initial tree automatically (default-NJ/BioNJ); branch
swap filter: very strong.Statistical analysis
Tajima’s relative rate test was carried out to understand the
statistical significance between three different plant groups.
The MEGA file used to construct phylogenetic tree was
subjected to analyze Tajimas’s relative rate test. Random
MAPK sequences were selected to analyze Tajima’s relative
rate test in MEGA6 software. This random analysis was
replicated for two times. Different statistical parameters
used to analyze Tajima’s relative rate test were; scope: for
three chosen sequence, substitution type: amino acid gaps/
missing data treatment: complete deletion. On the other
hand, Tajima’s test of neutrality was carried out to under-
stand the evolution of randomly evolved MAPKs from none
randomly evolved MAPKs. Different statistical parameters
used to analyze Tajima’s test of neutrality were; scope: all
Mohanta et al. BMC Genomics  (2015) 16:58 Page 18 of 20selected taxas, substitution type: amino acid, gaps/missing
data treatment: complete deletion.
The overall mean distances of all the MAPKs were cal-
culated using MEGA6 software. The MEGA file used to
construct phylogenetic tree was used to analyze the
overall mean distance of plant MAPKs. Different statis-
tical parameters used to calculate the overall mean dis-
tances were; analysis: distance estimation, scope: overall
mean, variance estimation method: bootstrap method, no.
of boot strap replication: 2000, substitution type: amino
acid, model/method: p-distance, rate among site: uniform,
pattern among lineage: same (homogenous), gaps/missing
data treatment: partial deletion.
Nomenclature of MAPKs
All predicted MAPKs were named based on the evolution-
ary relationship of MAPKs with Arabidopsis thaliana or
Oryza sativa MAPKs as suggested by Hamel et al. [21].
During the nomenclature process, the first letter in upper
case was used to identify the genus name, the second letter
in lower case (in a few cases the first 2–3 letters) was used
to identify species name, after which the MPK and number
of corresponding orthologs of Arabidopsis or Oryza sativa.
The monocot plant species were named according to the
MAPK ortholog of Oryza sativa, while other species were
named according to MAPK orthologs of Arabidopsis
thaliana. If more than one ortholog was present in a par-
ticular species (or in the case of paralogs), the second
number is followed by a hyphen to distinguish between
paralogs.
Additional files
Additional file 1: Additional data file showing the unified
nomenclatured gene name, locus ID and detailed genomic
information of plant MAPKs.
Additional file 2: Additional data file showing the MAPK gene
name, molecular weight (in kDa) and predicted isoelectric (pI)
point.
Additional file 3: Additional data file showing the average amino
acid composition of plant MAPKs.
Additional file 4: Additional data file showing multiple sequence
alignment of all studied MAPK genes of 40 different plant species.
Additional file 5: Additional data file showing the phylogenetic
tree of plant MAPKs. Red color indicates group A , blue color group B,
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color represent group F MAPKs.
Abbreviation
MAPK: Mitogen activated protein kinase; pI: Isoelectric point; kDa: Kilo dalton.
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